ALPINE SOCIAL INNOVATION STRATEGY
A new vision of innovation

WHY ASIS PROJECT?
During 3 years, the ASIS partners have been working to initiate, develop and promote Social Innovation throughout Alpine region (France, Italy, Monaco, Switzerland). The project has covered a wide range of initiatives, aiming to increase the innovation capacity of Alpine space regions by responding to the real economic and social challenges. The project reached its goal by creating new tools, providing material support for all actors in the Alpine region, recommending new public policies and promoting a shift from a project-based approach to long-term strategies. A white book finalizes this three-year work.

ONE OBJECTIVE:
Social innovation is a new answer to social needs or societal challenges, provided through a collaborative approach that involves beneficiaries, users and affected stakeholders, and which has a positive, sustainable and measurable impact.

ONE DEFINITION OF SOCIAL INNOVATION:
Social innovation is a new answer to social needs or societal challenges, regardless of the nature of innovation, through a collaborative approach that involves beneficiaries, users and affected stakeholders, and which has a positive, sustainable and measurable impact.

COMMON CHALLENGES FACED BY THE ALPINE AREA
- Develop collaborative communities to support the elderly and vulnerable groups.
- Strengthen local communities, promoting development and liability in rural and mountain areas and regeneration processes in urban areas.
- Develop new employment opportunities and professional training, fostering inclusion of vulnerable groups.
- Integrate climate change as a systematic priority.
- Support social entrepreneurship ecosystem.
- Implement innovative grants and funding opportunities for Social Innovation.

3 SETS OF RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PUBLIC AUTHORITIES

Action 1 - Increase the applicability of Social Innovation by creating a common understanding.
Action 2 - Foster exchange and collaboration between public and private actors.
Action 3 - Improve and strengthen the funding landscape for Social Innovation.
Action 4 - Create information and organize trainings about funding opportunities for different target groups in the Social Innovation ecosystem.
Action 5 - Give and create opportunities for citizens to collectively experiment and transform ideas into projects.
Action 6 - Create and finance social innovation hubs and incubators to support social entrepreneurs through the business development process.
Action 7 - Encourage and support networks and knowledge sharing among social entrepreneurs/innovators at national and regional level.
Action 8 - Create a bridge between the traditional entrepreneurial ecosystem and social entrepreneurs. Develop a network of Social Innovation ambassadors.
Action 9 - Actively engage public actors in social entrepreneurship projects.
Action 10 - Acculturate and train public servants about public and Social Innovation.
Action 11 - Develop new ways of collaboration between public and private actors to better support local challenges.
Action 12 - Integrate innovative and participatory methods in the design and implementation of projects and public policies.
Action 13 - Use public procurement as a leverage to support social innovation and sustainable actions.
Action 14 - Measure the impact of public policies and projects on the territory.

...COVERING 14 ACTIONS...

One unique entry to our vision of social innovation: socialinnovationstrategy.eu

KEY FIGURES
- 5 Countries
- 10 Partners
- 3 Years
- 1 New vision of innovation
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